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ABSTRACT
The sustainable city punctuates the improvement of the well-being of people in society, in a sharing in the ways of planning and managing the urban space. This research aimed to analyze the role of local education programs in Passo Fundo (Brazil) to develop sustainable cities. In this analysis, we sought to describe the management of public policies in the area of education in the city; identify the characteristics of a sustainable city; and propose a set of actions in the area of public education for the city, in the direction of the concept of sustainable cities. Initially, a theoretical approach was made, starting from articles and books that deal with the subject. A descriptive, exploratory, qualitative research was carried out, with semi-structured interviews with five municipal managers linked to the education area of the chosen city. Data were computed, analyzed, and interpreted using content analysis. The results show that the notion and recognition of education and the sustainable city are evidenced, with the importance of citizen participation and education as a formative agent for the effectiveness of sustainable city development. It can be verified concerning management practices in education the practices of events to condition a sustainable city, the International Folklore Festival, the Book Fair, and the Literary Journey, although he lack of continuity of the programs was evidenced when there is a change in management.
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RESUMO
A cidade sustentável pontua a melhora do bem estar das pessoas em sociedade, em um compartilhamento nas formas de planejar e administrar o espaço urbano. Esta pesquisa teve como objetivo analisar o papel dos programas locais de educação em Passo Fundo (Brasil) para o desenvolvimento de cidades sustentáveis. Nesta análise, buscou-se descrever a gestão das políticas públicas na área da educação no município; identificar as características de uma cidade sustentável; e propor um conjunto de ações na área de educação pública para a cidade, na direção do conceito de cidades sustentáveis. Inicialmente, foi feita uma abordagem teórica, partindo de artigos e livros que tratam do assunto. Realizou-se uma pesquisa descritiva, exploratória, qualitativa, com entrevistas semiestruturadas com cinco gestores municipais vinculados à área de educação da cidade escolhida. Os dados foram computados, analisados e interpretados por meio da análise de conteúdo. Os resultados evidenciam a noção e o reconhecimento da educação e da cidade sustentável, com a importância da participação cidadã e da educação como agente formador para a efetividade do desenvolvimento da cidade sustentável. Pode-se verificar nas práticas de gestão na educação as práticas de eventos para condicionar uma cidade sustentável, o Festival Internacional de Folclore, a Feira do Livro e a Jornada Literária, porém evidenciou-se a ausência de continuidade dos programas quando há mudança de gestão.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cities can be seen as the platform where the social, economic, and environmental dimension is intensified, implying the understanding of smart cities and sustainable cities (ABDALA, 2014). Smart cities originate, initially, from an expression used in the 1990s, focusing on communicative and informational technologies to condition the concept of smart. Later, the concept extends to more circular, popular, connected, and sustainable cities (ALBINO; BERARDI; D’ANGELICO et al., 2015). The sustainable city concept includes economy, mobility, governance, environment, coexistence, and population (GEFFINGER; HAINDL, 2007).

The smart city is consolidated through an infrastructure with adaptations to mobility, being effective in saving energy, improving and caring for the quality of air and water, identifying problems, with quick solutions, which should happen when there is integration between sectors and systems (KANTER; LITOW, 2009).

In this way, the notion of a sustainable city is solidified based on principles that improve the well-being and lives of people in society, sharing the ways to plan and manage the urban space, considering the beneficial effects of ecological systems, with preservation and nutrition of such resources for future populations (SUZUKI et al., 2010).

Smart cities offer numerous effective solutions to urban problems, however the operation and maintenance of services in these cities are becoming increasingly important in the educational context (KIM, 2022).

Education is shown as a tool to prepare populations for a sustainable environment (LAUDER et al., 2006). In its transformation process, it can change paradigms that do not fit into proposals, and that can eliminate molds that are no longer sustainable for human development (GOTTLIEB et al., 2011).

In this line of thought, sustainable cities present themselves with their principles, according to Suzuki et al. (2010), to condition the well-being of people in their experience in society and that, according to Rai (2012), concerns adding economy, society, and the environment. In its sustainable proposal, cities must work in favor of equality and social inclusion, with an economy that values production, establishing actions that harmonize with nature, with a history that extends to all generations.

The research theme focuses on a sustainable city dimension under the aegis of education, in a new orientation, which implies practices from a new look and thinking of education, aiming to analyze the dimension of management practices in the area of education of the city of Passo Fundo, using the concept of sustainable cities. Identify the characteristics of a sustainable city present in Passo Fundo, and propose a set of actions in the area of public education programs for the city of Passo Fundo, in the direction of the concept of sustainable cities.

It is also important to mention that many smart cities were not able to maximize their potential during the pandemic, considering their technologically advanced infrastructure and the role of citizens in management (MULLICK; PATNAIK, 2022).

Several aspects can be considered crucial to fostering smart cities. We can mention here the opportunity to contribute to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The SDGs were launched in 2015 with the engagement of 193 UN member countries to commit to sustainable actions, taking into account 17 central themes for humanity such as poverty, health, education, water, among others (UN, 2015). This research sought to address SDG 4 (Ensure quality inclusive and equitable education, and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all) and SDG 11 (Making cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable) through diagnoses that can help in making decisions for the development of a society.

The question to be investigated is what is the role of education, in its management practices, for the construction of a sustainable city? In this sense, the objective we sought to describe the management of public policies in the area of education in the city; identify the characteristics of a sustainable city and propose a set of actions in the area of public education for the city, in the direction of the concept of sustainable cities.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. Sustainable and smart cities

According to Anthopoulos (2015), the smart city has evolved since the late 1990s into a rapidly emerging domain, with government interest in transforming cities into sustainable spaces based on innovation.

A smart city is dimensioned in areas that are motivators of urban development, being indicative of a systematic, intelligent environment, which concerns actions and practices of self-determined citizens, showing independence and awareness (EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, 2014) and promoting economic development and improves the well-being of its citizens (Souza et al., 2019).

Furthermore, Rai (2012) adds that it is important for a sustainable city to observe the involvement and sharing of the economy, society, and the environment, promoting equality and social inclusion and promoting production, following nature.

Studies by researchers reveal that this dimension opens the way to perceive cities under the aegis of economy, mobility, governance, people, life, and the environment (DURAN-SÁNCHEZ et al., 2016). These revelations focus on the urbanization of future generations, which is incorporated into the development of smart cities (WANG et al., 2016).

The Arnstein scale is still one of the most cited and
curriculum. The National Curriculum Parameters (PCNs) of educational institutions, as proposed by Ziegler and Porto-de-Oliveira (2022), are critical in shaping the face of sustainable cities in the context of cultural diversities through a redesign of the curriculum. The Ministry of Education in Brazil (MEC, 2013) stresses the need for educational institutions to value sustainable education, which involves transforming students' lives by involving them in practices that enable a liberating bias with a broad vision. For this, the curriculum must be designed to ensure that students are exposed to sustainably oriented education from an early age, fostering a culture of coexistence and respect for environmental values. The Sustainable Schools Manual expresses that schools are able to influence students' views about possible ways to achieve a more sustainable future. It includes retrofitted school buildings, management plans, and environmental education programs. The Sustainable Schools Manual also considers the National Plan for Climate Change (PNMC) and the Sustainable Education reform program (PRONATEC) in its policies that motivate sustainable actions. The Sustainable Schools Manual also highlights the importance of intercultural and environmental education, which exposes that diversity concerns the ethnic and cultural factors of the various social groups. Concerning the sociocultural factor, the construction must take place from a social perspective, the curriculum, which concerns knowledge, must be dimensioned in actions whose objective is to make a sustainable city for people to live similarly, whose rights must be guaranteed and considered for harmonious and equal coexistence. Therefore, education assumes a transforming role in people's lives with practices that enable a liberating bias with a broad vision. For this, the curriculum must be designed to make the educational institution a place of critical training, seeking to educate for sustainable development. The school has become increasingly relevant to the lives of entities in society in relationship network formats that involve students, families, teachers, and employees. Relationships and their effective quality can be considered when the school proves to be decisive in what students will be when they reach adulthood, interfering in the conception of life, in relevant values and actions that can change society (Tran; Battese; Villano, 2020).

2.2. Education and its sustainable proposal

The school has become increasingly relevant to the lives of entities in society in relationship network formats that involve students, families, teachers, and employees. Relationships and their effective quality can be considered when the school proves to be decisive in what students will be when they reach adulthood, interfering in the conception of life, in relevant values and actions that can change society (Tran; Battese; Villano, 2020).

Therefore, education assumes a transforming role in people's lives with practices that enable a liberating bias with a broad vision. For this, the curriculum must be designed to make the educational institution a place of critical training, seeking to educate for sustainable development. The school has become increasingly relevant to the lives of entities in society in relationship network formats that involve students, families, teachers, and employees. Relationships and their effective quality can be considered when the school proves to be decisive in what students will be when they reach adulthood, interfering in the conception of life, in relevant values and actions that can change society (Tran; Battese; Villano, 2020).

The school becomes increasingly relevant to the lives of entities in society in relationship network formats that involve students, families, teachers, and employees. Relationships and their effective quality can be considered when the school proves to be decisive in what students will be when they reach adulthood, interfering in the conception of life, in relevant values and actions that can change society (Tran; Battese; Villano, 2020).
in Reading, Literature, and Languages; Book Fair; conferences; workshops; musical shows, and theatrical performances, among other actions.

Moreira (2012) refers that the school becomes a sustainable educational space when it breaks with the logic that shows a social dynamism until then characterized by the individual over the collective, by competition over collaboration, by the hierarchy over cooperative systems.

In the context, the lower rungs of the ladder, "Manipulation" and "Propaganda", describe the levels of "non-participation" implemented by some governments to replace genuine participation. Its real purpose is not to get people to participate in the planning or running programs but to allow those in power to "educate" or "influence" them. Steps 3 and 4, "Information" and "Consultation", advance to levels of pseudo participation that allow those who are never heard, have a voice, hear, and be heard. Nevertheless, under these conditions, they do not have the power to guarantee that those in power will hear their views.

When participation is restricted to these levels, there is no follow-up and no guarantee of changing the "status quo". Step 5, "Placation", is simply a higher degree of symbolic participation, because ultimately those in power will continue to have the right to decide. The last three rungs of the ladder reflect citizen power levels with an increasing degree of decision-making influence. "Partnership" that allows citizens to negotiate and engage in "trade-offs" with those who traditionally hold power. Moreover, finally, "Delegated power" and "Citizen control", stages in which ordinary citizens obtain the majority of decision-making seats or the full managerial power (ARNSTEIN, 1969).

Knowledge transfer encompasses activities such as lectures, seminars, advice from public and private organizations resulting in a link between university, society and the environment and more and more policymakers are setting ambitious goals for sustainability in the public sector (SHENDELL; SHAH, 2020).

3. METHOD

3.1. Research type

According to Zikmund (2000), the research is classified as exploratory, indicates situations, verifies alternatives, or seeks other ideas. This research was also characterized by being descriptive, which, in the view of Vergara (2011), points out the characteristics of a certain population or phenomenon, establishing its variables. According to Gupta and Awasthy (2005), a qualitative approach was carried out, focusing on understanding people's world and verifying subjective experiences and experiences.

3.2. Participants and research locus

The composition of subjects in this research involved those responsible for the Municipal Department of Education (SME) sectors in the city of Passo Fundo which are related to the area of education both in administrative and pedagogical terms. Vergara (2011) stated that this access criterion selects elements without any statistical procedure due to the ease of access to the subjects.

Five participants were interviewed, responsible for the Municipal Department of Education (SME), Pedagogical Coordinator; Administrative and planning coordinator; Elementary School Coordinator; Administrative and projects coordinator; Support Elementary Education.

3.3. Data collection instrument

The semi-structured interview was used as an instrument, with questions organized in a script based on the proposed objectives. As analysis categories, Sustainability were approached; Education and sustainable cities; Schools managed by municipalities; x sustainable practices; educational programs; difficulties. First, the subjects were asked about sustainability in a broader view to addressing sustainable cities and their concept and smart cities. As a follow-up, we sought to know about municipal management in the area of education in the city and its practices, its guiding axis, in its characteristics so that the city becomes sustainable.

Finally, through the practices listed by the interviewees aimed at contributing to the city becoming sustainable, it was intended to enumerate some proposals for actions via education programs to happen.

3.4. Data collection process

Data collection was carried out with interviews through communication, individually, observing a semi-structured script, with open questions about the perceptions of agents involved. In this script, the theoretical review was considered, carried out through bibliographical research, which will insert the requirements observed by the theme of sustainable cities under the dimension of education.

The interviews were conducted at the beginning of February 2020, in face-to-face meetings and previously scheduled, with the interviewees, who are part of the pedagogical and administrative area of education at the municipal level.

Due to the vacation period, it was decided to interview five representatives from that area who were present at the Municipal Education Department (SME).

Afterward, these interviews were organized, with the answers measured to analyze their content, guided by Bardin (2011). The anonymity of the interviewees was maintained, with their names being replaced by numbers from 1 to 5.

A document analysis was also carried out, which, according to Bardin (2011), condenses the information for consultation and storage, focusing on documents, their
classification, and purpose. In this study, documents made available on the city of Passo Fundo website were used, including educational plans related to elementary education. The Common National Curriculum Base (BNCC), More Education Program (PCNs), Sustainable Educating Municipalities Program (PMES), Sustainable Schools Manual, Commission for the Environment and Quality of Life at School (Com-Vida) can be listed.

3.5. Interview protocol

In this research, at first, the researched material was read, such as the literature review, as well as the documents that were part of the study instrument, such as the PCNs, More Education Program, regulated by Decree No. 7.083/2010 and the Sustainable Educating Municipalities Program, according to the availability of the Municipal Education Department of the city of Passo Fundo.

After reading, the objectives that guided reading the documents and subsequent analysis were set out, which demonstrated agreement with the study proposal. The material that served as a research instrument was also edited.

3.6. Data analysis and discussion

The analysis of the results was carried out through the content analysis proposed by Bardin (2011), taking into account three procedures, which include the pre-analysis, which is the well-defined organization process, starting, initially, from the verification of the documents being submitted to analysis, culminating with the interpretation and preparation of the material, from the interviews, so that the study can take shape.

As a follow-up regarding the material exploration, the choice of categories was chosen, classified and grouped, by subject, for analysis. Finally, concerning the treatment of results, for their inferences and interpretation, it was essential to be guided by the theoretical frameworks related to the investigation, as they provided a foundation for this study.

The chosen categories that reflected the reality of this study and that supported the analysis are a) sustainability; b) education x smart city; c) municipal education vs. sustainable practices; d) educational plans; e) difficulties.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At this stage, the collected data from the interviews were presented and interpreted by grouping them into categories. The objectives proposed by the research guided the elaboration of the categories.

4.1. Sustainability

Regarding sustainability, respondents 1 and 2 have the same opinion and follow the line of the Brundtland Report when it comes to the use of natural resources, care and attention actions with thought for present and future generations, optimizing practices that allow, even in the face of population technological development, different forms of economic growth, with less damage to populations.

Nunes (2006) corroborates this line of understanding when he states that man and nature must see a single direction in which sustainable development can be consolidated, in a healthy way, for current and future generations. Moreover, in its versions (1986 and 1992), Sachs includes solidarity with future generations and the preservation of natural resources.

Table 1: Sustentability; Source: Preset study (2021).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee 1</th>
<th>Interviewee 2</th>
<th>Interviewee 3</th>
<th>Interviewee 4</th>
<th>Interviewee 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“...everything that can be used in a way conscious avoiding impacts on society, being able to be reused, reused, striving for the care of everything and everyone.”</td>
<td>“[...i] good use and use of resources in order to optimize them, not generating waste, and thus ensuring the continuity of resources for future generations.”</td>
<td>“[...] it is a wide range of actions, activities, initiatives, practices that guarantee, even if in a limited way (since not everything can reach the total), the preservation and/or continuity of a natural resource, of an instrument to favor quality and longevity of life, of a social practice aimed at confronting living beings, of procedures for the removal and replacement of material and social-cultural goods.”</td>
<td>“[...] consists of living day-to-day in such a way as to harm our environment as little as possible. It is important to emphasize that it involves the physical, financial, and social aspects.”</td>
<td>“[...] extends as a process of education, of returning to doing something good for a community, a city, sustain generating, make learning and producing about something.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the interviewees’ comments (3, 4, and 5), the sustainability of social practices and physical and financial aspects also emerged, which can also be cited by Sachs (1992), who identifies these practices under a good prism of social homogeneity, with fair income distribution and full employment. Thus, variables such as quality of life and equal access to social resources and services are included. These variables are dimensioned from a holistic perception, which points out the valuation of people in their knowledge and customs, and that must follow paths, such as meeting basic needs; solidarity with future generations; participation of the population; preservation of the environment; elaboration of a social system that preserves employment, social security and, in particular, education programs.

In this journey, especially concerning education, Robinson (2004) goes further and promotes sustainability through mechanisms that cover concepts, areas, tools, disciplines, which are shown in various learning focuses, which, as he completes, Gallopin (2003) unveils itself in an open stage of effective interaction with the external world, which can lead to a dynamism that foresees changes.
As for the different forms listed by the interviewees, Cannon (2010) illustrates and states that there is no way to think about sustainability without reinventing thinking about working, consuming, and interacting among people who are part of society.

4.2. Education and sustainable city

In the interviewees’ statements about education and the smart city, they all highlighted the importance and fundamentality of education as training agents so that actions for the effectiveness of a smart city can be implemented.

This understanding is in line with Antunes's (2002) observations when dimensioning the construction of the subject in practices that can associate production, environment, society, and development in a harmonious whole. This argument is supported by Morin (1997), who points out that education plays a transforming role in people’s lives, and, according to Lyons (2016), many conditions contribute for government agents to design indicators to improve the quality of life of populations.

As for the smart city, the interviewees showed it as spaces designed and thought for the quality of life and the use of resources being managed to ensure sustainability, creating opportunities for the entire population.

These statements are confirmed in the statement by Lyons (2016) when referring to the smart city in a composition of factors that move governments to rethink the quality of life offered to populations, with innovations that address the social and environmental aspects.

Smart cities aim to improve their performance through digital technologies and social sustainability maximizes connections between people and places (SUGANDHA, FREESTONE E FAVARO, 2022).

Considering education to a sustainable city, Table 2 brings the considerations made by the interviewees, firstly about what they think about smart city and, after, the implications with education.

They also corroborate Rios Neto and Gimenez (2018) when they indicate a smart city as a space in which areas can be used, among others, so that people can enjoy a healthy quality of life and environment. This space, completes IBM (2014), can be designed into subsystems divided into planning and management, infrastructure, and human. Concerning planning and management, public safety, urban planning, and government and administrative bodies are evoked. The practices of water and energy supply, transport, and environmental elements must be considered about infrastructure. Furthermore, finally, in the human approach, education emerges, followed by care and medical education.

Thus, Vaquero-Garcia et al. (2017), in their studies, confirm that smart cities play an essential role in the ways of developing economically. The perception of cities as a place to live adds to adaptations to the population’s needs to ensure a better quality of life. This, according to Suzuki et al. (2010), corroborates the understanding of the sustainability of cities based on the well-being of residents, which leads to the dismemberment of integrated planning and urban space to preserve ecological systems and resources for future generations.

### Table 2: Education and sustainable city proposition;
Source: present study (2021).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviews 1</th>
<th>Interviews 2</th>
<th>Interviews 3</th>
<th>Interviews 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“I am a citizen that takes advantage of everything that can be used, spaces designed and thought for the quality of life for everyone, with the infrastructure use of resources available.”</td>
<td>“I am a citizen that takes advantage of everything that can be used, spaces designed and thought for the quality of life for everyone, with the infrastructure use of resources available.”</td>
<td>“I am a citizen that takes advantage of everything that can be used, spaces designed and thought for the quality of life for everyone, with the infrastructure use of resources available.”</td>
<td>“I am a citizen that takes advantage of everything that can be used, spaces designed and thought for the quality of life for everyone, with the infrastructure use of resources available.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering education: “The role of education is fundamental, considering the access people have to digital assets, whether or not they are aware of new technologies in order to ensure sustainability.”</td>
<td>Considering education: “The role of education is fundamental, considering the access people have to digital assets, whether or not they are aware of new technologies in order to ensure sustainability.”</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering education: “The role of education is fundamental, considering the access people have to digital assets, whether or not they are aware of new technologies in order to ensure sustainability.”</td>
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<td>Considering education: “The role of education is fundamental, considering the access people have to digital assets, whether or not they are aware of new technologies in order to ensure sustainability.”</td>
<td>Considering education: “The role of education is fundamental, considering the access people have to digital assets, whether or not they are aware of new technologies in order to ensure sustainability.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering education: “The role of education is fundamental, considering the access people have to digital assets, whether or not they are aware of new technologies in order to ensure sustainability.”</td>
<td>Considering education: “The role of education is fundamental, considering the access people have to digital assets, whether or not they are aware of new technologies in order to ensure sustainability.”</td>
<td>Considering education: “The role of education is fundamental, considering the access people have to digital assets, whether or not they are aware of new technologies in order to ensure sustainability.”</td>
<td>Considering education: “The role of education is fundamental, considering the access people have to digital assets, whether or not they are aware of new technologies in order to ensure sustainability.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The city is the road that transforms the social practices that benefit the population in a strategic, committed way.”</td>
<td>“The city is the road that transforms the social practices that benefit the population in a strategic, committed way.”</td>
<td>“The city is the road that transforms the social practices that benefit the population in a strategic, committed way.”</td>
<td>“The city is the road that transforms the social practices that benefit the population in a strategic, committed way.”</td>
</tr>
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<td>“The city is the road that transforms the social practices that benefit the population in a strategic, committed way.”</td>
<td>“The city is the road that transforms the social practices that benefit the population in a strategic, committed way.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The city is the road that transforms the social practices that benefit the population in a strategic, committed way.”</td>
<td>“The city is the road that transforms the social practices that benefit the population in a strategic, committed way.”</td>
<td>“The city is the road that transforms the social practices that benefit the population in a strategic, committed way.”</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this intelligent space of the city, education assumes its transforming role in the lives of entities, which can allow a liberating bias in a broader vision. Therefore, it is necessary to redesign the school curriculum, aimed at actions that seek to make a sustainable city for people to live similarly, with guaranteed rights to live in harmony. Gadotti (2008), in this line, contributes and highlights the importance of sharing these actions with the community in an effective construction of an environment of critical training, educating to live in a network, in cooperative ways.

Completes Morin (2000), stating that education involves the human condition in a broad view, which must occur in every society. The teachings added to people’s experiences are supported by interaction practices between the entity and its surroundings. Along these lines, values and learning are built.

In addition, Jacobi (2003) points out that citizen education is redesigned in order to motivate people to change the different ways of sharing dynamic factors of society and the scope of the social command of what is public. The redesign, thus, creates proposals to modify the general policy so that a new social proposal emerges, permeated by educating to be participatory, on a stage where actors can act without being supervised in decision-making processes, which is the responsibility of the public.

4.3. Schools managed by municipalities x sustainable practices

Regarding municipal education, in its sustainable
practices, the interviewers were unanimous in indicating the effectiveness of projects and partnerships to focus on sustainable actions. Among them, two are examples: Sustainable Schools and the Municipal Conference on the Environment. In addition, the involvement of students and teachers with the One Child, One Tree Program results in an affectionate look towards the environment and the schools equipped with TDTICS tools.

This focus on sustainable practices regarding information sharing is presented and confirmed in the versions by Lazzaretto et al. (2010) and Berst (2013), being necessary qualifications for the consolidation of a smart city.

Considering municipal education versus sustainable practices, Table 3 indicates the opinions of the interviewees.

Table 3: Schools managed by municipalities x sustainable practices;
Source: present study (2021).

The proposals set out in the Sustainable Public Management Guide (2013) prioritize the school curriculum in terms of knowledge and practices regarding knowing how to deal with the differences, culture, and knowledge of each community, in an education that is composed of democratic ways with incentives for dialogue and the collective. The dialogue can be achieved as the school passes the information on to students about the social and environmental issues to perceive the quality of education.

Antunes (2002) also highlights articulations in the school curriculum with themes that can be interdisciplinary, having the person in visualization as a participant in the world in its entirety. Morin (1997) follows with the premise that the curriculum needs to be thought of in a broad and complex way, scaling up in actions that can lead to a sustainable city for people to live on an equal level.

Sustainable cities are considered platforms of practices to achieve the UN SDGs through education and civil society involvement, thus being a set of promoters of transformative actions (Ibrahim, 2022).

In this bias, the school management needs a contribution to materialize democratic participation, following the support inserted in the Commission’s procedure for the Environment and Quality of Life at School, as noted by the Ministry of Education. Specifically, concerning the management of municipal schools in the municipality of Passo Fundo, events that are organized to implement sustainable practices can be mentioned. At this pace, the City Hall, allied with the International Council for the Organization of Folklore Festivals (CIOFF) since 1992, holds the Passo Fundo International Folklore Festival.

4.4. Educational programs

Most respondents indicated programs, partnerships, and projects coordinated and applied in the Municipal Education Network regarding educational programs.

The Ministry of Education (2013) agrees with the interviewees’ considerations, referring that the school as a possibility of qualitative change in the educational stage and suggests the Pedagogical Political Project (PPP), based on a vision of sustainability. As a result, the National Curriculum Parameters (PCNs) also contribute with their proposals on diversity that relate to the ethnic and cultural factors of the various social groups.

Educational programs contribute to sustainability in a globalized world by offering job opportunities as well as quality education (Leenheer, 2022).

It is also worth mentioning the National Plan for Climate Change (PNMC), which focuses on ways to deal with climate change and the execution of programs for educational spaces that prove to be sustainable. This concerns retrofitted school buildings; management includes teacher training and topics that address climate change in curricula and didactic information. Regarding educational programs, Table 4 shows the interviewees’ quotes.

Table 4: Educational programs;
Source: present study (2021).

Added to the PNMC, there are proposals shared with policies in the sphere of the Ministry of Education, which
emerges in this context and makes available the use of resources, which unfold in practices to intend education under sustainability. The school can make use of one or more actions regarding physical space, management, or curriculum. In order to be successful, interventions must enable the school to carry out a demonstration to motivate pedagogical procedures that contemplate the promotion of a culture of sustainability.

The Sustainable Schools PDDE must make available operational formats established by the FNDE. This program implies a financial transfer, through the transfer of funding and capital resources, to advocate actions aimed at improving the quality of education and support public schools in municipal networks, among others, so that socio-environmental sustainability criteria can be adopted, leading taking into account the curriculum, management, and physical space, in order to consider them sustainable educational spaces.

In analyzing the results, this research managed to reach the proposed objectives. Initially, it managed to scale how management practices are carried out in the educational sphere in Passo Fundo, being very well delineated by the municipal pedagogical team. This initiative led to how these practices are present through countless projects, programs, and partnerships listed by the interviewees and directed towards educational action.

In this way, the equalization between the interests of different stakeholders must be sought through citizen participation (ARNSTEIN, 1969). This participation does not occur in binary form but steps and can present representation problems, with committees dominated by participants with private or corporate interests (IRVIN; STANSBURY, 2004). A proposal for a ladder for education programs to develop sustainable cities is presented in Figure 2.

Concerning difficulties, respondents mentioned the lack of involvement of teachers, lack of funding for salaries, and government changes, with programs interrupted.

It is evident that the applicability of the proposals that aim at a sustainable school, established by the importance of education to scale in practices that are sustained by physical space, management, and curriculum, faces obstacles of commitment, management, and resources.

It is important to emphasize that the school has an essential role in forming entities. Therefore, it needs to remain strengthened to pass on cultural values and knowledge to observe the sustainable perspective. Corroborating this assertion, Moreira (2012), points out the school as a sustainable educational space is an incubator for change through a curriculum that encompasses sustainability issues. Table 5 shows the difficulties listed by the interviewees to follow the PCNs and Programs related to sustainable educators.

Table 5: Difficulties
Source: present study (2021).

It is worth mentioning that the Programa Dinheiro Direto na Escola (PDDE) Sustainable Schools Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The PCNs are included in the study plans of the schools where the teachers work on the theme. More education had changed, and few get involved due to the little importance of the MEC's investments needed for more training in the sustainability issue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“...for the PCNs, there are no difficulties, as they are an administrative decision. About the More Education Program, there is a delay in the transfer of funds, the lack of, the low amount allocated to the payment of monitors, etc. As for the Sustainable Educators Municipalities Program, there is nothing to mention.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Human Resources - Financial -Balance -School -Space”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programs have a limited public policies are lacking. When government’s switch programs are hampered or suspended. For example, the Mais Educação program was changed to the Novo Mais Educadores program by the ordinance MEC no. 11/2014.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The continuity of public policies the change of political administrate area of government and not of the State.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Levels of participation can aid analysis and are arranged in a ladder pattern with each rung corresponding to citizen interaction. In the lower rungs, the goal is not to allow people to participate in planning or running programs. On the subsequent steps, citizens can hear and be heard, but there is no guarantee that their views will

In the description of municipal management in the area of education, in Passo Fundo, educational plans, Programs, Partnerships, and Projects were being coordinated and applied in the Municipal Education Network, in line with the Ministry of Education. In this sense, the Political Pedagogical Project (PPP) is observed, in the perception of sustainability, added to the National Curriculum Parameters (PCNs), which include in their considerations the diversity that concerns the ethnic and cultural factors of the various social groups. The National Climate Change Plan (PNMC) was also nominated, which deals with ways to observe climate change and the execution of programs to educate sustainable spaces, including re-adapted school buildings, teacher training, and topics that score climate change in curricula.

Together with the PNMC, the More Education Program, and the Sustainable Educating Municipalities Program, the Sustainable Schools Manual is included from the National Fund for Education Development (FNDE) and the Commission for the Environment and Quality of Life at School. Concerning education programs, the International Folklore Festival, the Book Fair, and the Literary Journey were listed as event practices to condition a sustainable city.

Finally, difficulties in municipal education management in the city were also pointed out, including the lack of teacher involvement, the lack of funds for salaries, and government changes, when they do not follow the same line of work having programs interrupted. Furthermore, given the difficulties presented in the practices of education management listed by the interviewees, some effective contributions to the understanding and practice of a sustainable city could be composed.

Moreover, alongside all this, there are the UN SDGs, in which the research presents a connection with SDG 4 (Education) and SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities), presenting a diagnosis of management practices in the area of fundamental education in the city of Passo Fundo.

The theoretical contribution of the investigation is to present a local study that can serve as a contribution to other global studies, as well as to address a research gap on education and sustainable cities in medium-sized municipalities in southern Brazil.

Limitations such as the change of management teams during this research must be mentioned. When prioritizing new government programs, the incoming teams did not follow up on the projects previously designed. Thus, a more in-depth analysis regarding the execution and monitoring stages was compromised. Finally, limiting the number of interviewees is highlighted, although those chosen are representative for assessing the role of education in the development of a sustainable city.

This research is not exhaustive in itself and may be considered suggestions for future research on the vision of smart and sustainable cities from the participation of a
greater number of people involved with education in the city in focus, in this sense, the research could reach larger samples, as teachers, students, with their classroom experiences, as well as the surrounding community.
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